In pursuance of Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) order No.40-3/2020-DM-I(A), dated 23.03.2020 which was endorsed by DAE vide e-mail dated 28.03.2020 and also in partial modification of this office communication of even reference no.320, dated 20.03.2020 and dated 23.3.32020, it has been decided that all plants and sections of NFC including ZC (P) & NFC, Kota shall remain closed for a period of up to 14.4.2020 or until further orders.

2. However, all essential services as mentioned in two circulars dated 23.03.2020 shall continue to function.

3. Further, officials who are working from home shall be available on landline /mobile and other electronic modes of communications, and shall attend office in case of any exigencies.

[Signature]

N. Vijayaragavan
Deputy Chief Executive (A)

All Plants / Sections

Copy to:
1. Chief Executive, NFC – for kind information
2. All DCEs/GMs/Sr.Mgrs-Managers/GM-ZC(P)/PD,NFC-(K), RD, HRPSU / JC(F&A)/CAO,NFC/Sr.Commandant,CISF
3. GS, NFCIWU, President, NUFCOA, President, NFCSAA